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A Serre class in an abelian category dI is a nonempty subclass<:8.
of
di closed under subobjects, quotient objects, and extensions. The
importance of such classesstemsfrom the fact that it is for suchclasses
<:8that the quotient category di/<:8is defined [4]. Quotient categories
provide the natural categorical setting for certain considerations.
(See,for example,.[4] and [16] .)
In studying th.e categories J?/<:8,with J?the category of (left) R
modules and <:8 a Serre class of J?, the opposite ring R~ of the endomorphism ring of R as an object of d?/<:8plays afundaroental role.
The ring R~ has many properties reminiscent of <Cringsof quotients,"
and R~ is examined from this point of view in §2. In particular, each
of the various generalizations of rings of quotients known to the
authors is an R~ for a suitable <:8,and several examples are given. The

modules AI~ are also discussed,and it is indicated how these objects
provide a reasonablegeneralizationof rings and modules of quotients.
This point of view unifies previous generalizations and places them
in a natUral categorical setting. §2 concludeswith an examination of
R~ in the casewhere R is a commutative Noetherian ring and <:8is the
Serreclassof moduleswith essentialsocles.
In [3], Gabriel has investigatedthe quotient categoriesJ?/<:8,
where
J? is the category of all (left) modulesover a ring R, and <:8is a Serre
class closed under arbitrary infinite direct sums (a strongly complete
Serre class). There is a canonical functor, called the localization
functor, from J? to J?~,the categoryof all left modulesover R Every
R~ module is an R module via a natural ring homomorphism ~ : R

-..

R~, d?~

n

<:8

(the class of R~ modules which belong to <:8when

considered as R modules via ~) is a Serre class of J?~, and in [3], a
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n

natural equivalence .:RId -+ .:R)(.:R~
d) is established. In particular,
if .:R1> n d = {O},.:Rl.s is equivalent to .:R~. A sufficient condition for this
to happen is that 9(d) = {II R/I Ed} have a cofinal set of finitely
generated left ideals and that the localization functor be exact
[3, Corollaire 2]. In §3, the converse is established (Theorem 3.2),
and several other equivalent conditions given. It is further shown
that .:RId is equivalent to a full subcategory of d?~, and that this subcategory is an exact subcategory if and only if the localization functor
is exact (Theorem 3.13).
-- - - _. ..
.
II tllS a commutative

nng, a ~erre class:J:j 01 d( IS DOunaea complete

if it satisfies the condition: R/(O: B) E!E if and only if B E !E.
Quotient categories d?IrE for bounded complete Serre classes !B
provide a natural setting for the study of quasi-isomorphisms of
a~~~ian-groups [16J .Two .a~di~~nal c~tego~i~s are ~ss~iate? w~~
d<tB, the category dI!B with objects the Objects ot do( and with
HomJls(A, B) = Hom.,,!I'B(R, HomR(A, B)), and the category 9!B with
objectsthe objects of d? and with Horn 'J~(A,B) RJ3@R HOInR(A, B).

=

A natural equivalence dI!B -+ .:R/!Bis established in 3.15. There is a
canonical functor 9!B -+ .:RfB, and 3.16 together with 3.2 give several
equivalent necessary and sufficient conditions for this functor to be
an equivalence. An immediate corollary of these results is Theorem

3.lin [16].

...

Serre classes"s of .:Rthat are closedunder arbitrary direct sumsare
in natural one-one correspondencewith certain filters of left ideals
of R, as has been pointe-d out in [3J. In §1, this phenomenon is
further investigated, and natural one-one correspondencesbetween
several kinds of classesof J( and filters of left ideals ofR are established. The basic reason for these correspondencesis that certain
kinds of classesof R-modulesare uniquely determined by the cyclic
modules they contain, hence uniquely determined by the set of left
ideals I of R such that RlI belongs to that class. The results of §l
are of special value in §5, which studies concordant and harmonic
functors. A concordant functor is a left.exact subfunctor of the identity
functor of an abelian category di, and a harmonic functor is a rightexact quotient functor of the identity functor of di. Such functors are
in natural one-one correspondencewith certain subclassesof di (5.10
and 5.14). In particular, if di = J( for some ring R, concordant functors
are in natural one-one correspondence with filters of left ideals of
R (5.11), and harmonic functors are in natural one-one correspondence
with the two-sided ideals of R (5.15). These functors are of interest
because of the relative homological algebras to which they give rise
(5.6, 5.7).
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§4 is devoted to the generalization of some of the results of [9].
If ,s is a Serreclassof d?,a module M E d?is ,s-injective if Homa(B, M)
~ HomR(A,M) ~ 0 is exact whenever 0 ~ A ~ B is exact and
BIA E,s.
Various concepts in [9] such as "quasi-injective" and
"closed," and theorems in [9] about these concepts are extended
to their natural generalizations of quasi-,s-injective and ,s-closed.
Results in [9] are obtained from those in §4 by setting ,s = d? If P
is a set of primes, a P-group is an abelian group, every element of
which has order a product of powers of primes in P. If~ is the class of
all P-groups, then letting R be the ring of integers and d) = g:>,the
results of §4 also yield the principal results in [5] .
1. Some classes of modules. Let R be a ring with identity and d?
the category of all unitary left R-modules. This section is concerned
with the characterization of certain important subclassesof d?.
1.1. DEFINITION. A Serre class of cR is a nonempty subclass dSof cR
such that if

O~A~B~C~O
is an exact sequence of R modules, then BEd
if and only if A and
C are in d. Equivalently, d is a nonempty subclass of ~ closed under
submodules, homomorphic images and extensions.
The importance of Serre classes stems from the fact that it is for
such classes d) that the quotient category ~/d is defined [4]. It is a
hopeless task to attempt to characterize all Serre classes for an
arbitrary ring R. However, there are intimate relations between
certain types of Serre classes and sets of ideals of R, as Gabriel has
pointed out in [3). In investigating this phenomenon further, it is
profitable to begin by examining classes more general than Serre
classes.
1.2. DEFINITION. An additive class of ~ is a nonempty subclass
C of ~ that is closed under submodules, homomorphic images and
finite direct sums. An additive class C is complete if for any C E C
and any index set I, if Ci = C for all i E I, then Li E I Ci E C. (This
sum will be written as LI C.) An additive class C is strongly complete if C is closed under arbitrary infinite direct sums.
H R is commutative, it is easy to see that an additive class C is
complete if and only if A @R C E C for all A E ~ and C E C.
Another type of complete class which is of interest is the following.
1.3. DEFINITION. A complete additive class is bounded if it is con-

tained in every complete additive.classwith the samecyclic modules.
This terminology is motivated by the fact that nontrivial bounded
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complete classesof abelian groups are just those complete classes
whose members are bounded groups. Note that a bounded complete
additive class is uniquely determined by the cyclic modules it contains. Further, the following lemma assertsthat the set of cyclic
modules of any additive class is the set of cyclic modules of some
bounded complete additive class.
1.4. LEMMA. Let e be an additive class of d? and let eb be the
class consisting of those modules that are a submodule of a homomorphic image of a finite sum L~=l At, where each At = I'I Ci
for some cyclic module Ci E e, with Ii arbitrary index sets. Then
e and eb contain the same cyclic modules and eb is the smallest
completeadditive classcontaining all the cyclic modulesin C.
PROOF.It is clear that Cb and C contain the same cyclic modules,
and it remains only to show that Cb is a complete additive class.
Since a homomorphic image of a submodule of any module M is a
submodule of a homomorphic image of M, eb is closed under submodules and homomorphic images. If B E Cb,then there is an exact
sequence
n

S= LAt-+A-+O
i=l

with Be A and with At. = Lli Ci where Ci is a cyclic module in e.
For any set 1,
LS-+IA-+O
1

1

is exact and II BeLl
A Now II S is a module of the form
described in the lemma, so that LI B E Cb- Similarly, if Bl> Bz E Cb
then Bl e B2 E eb.
1.5. LEMMA: Let C be an additive class of d?, and let Cs be the
class consisting of those modules that are homomorphic images of

modulesof the form L}, EAC~.,with C~.a cyclic module in C. Then
Cs and C have the same cyclic modules and Cs is a strongly complete
additive class.
PROOF. Clearly Cs and C have the same cyclic modules and Cs
is closed under arbitrary direct sums and homomorphic images.
Since every module is a homomorphic image of the (external) direct
sum of the cyclic modules it contains, Cs is closed under submodules.
By 1.5, every additive class determines a strongly complete additive
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class with the same cyclic modules. But a strongly complete additive
class is uniquely determined by the cyclic modules it contains. This
proves
1.6. PROPOSITION.C -+ Cs is a natural one-one correspondence
between the bounded complete additive classes and the strongly

completeadditive classesof d?
Because of the significance of the set of cyclic modules which an
additive class C contains (in particular, there being a unique bounded
complete and a unique strongly complete additive class with the
same set of cydics as C), it is natural to ask which sets of cyclic
modules are the cyclic modules of an additive class. But every cyclic
module of «R is of the form RJI for some left ideal I of R. Thus the
question is which sets '3 ofleft ideals of R are such that {.RJI I I E '3}
is the set of cyclic modules for some additive class {!.
1.7. LEMMA. Let C be an additive class of J< and let 9( C)

=

I WI E C}. Then
(a) Every left ideal of R containing an ideal in 9( C) is in 9( C).
(b) I, ] E 9( C) imply In] E 9( C).
(c) IE 9( C), r E R imply I: r E 9( C) (where I: r = {x E R I
xr E I}).
{I

PROOF. Since C is closed under homomorphic images, (a) holds.

The map R/(1n J) -+ (R/I) EB (R/I) : X + (1 n J)
is a monomorphism,

and (b) follows.

-+

(x + I, x + J)

The map R/(I: r) -+ (Rr

+

1)/1

given by x +(1 : r) -+ xr + I is an isomorphism and (c) follows.
1.8.
DEFINITION.
A set '3 of left ideals of R satisfying (a), (b), and
(c) above is afilter of left ideals of R.
Thus every additive class yields a filter of ideals of R, and every
filter yields a set of cyclic modules. Such a set of cyclic modules is
the set of cyclic modules of some additive class, as shown by the
following lemma. The proof is immediate and thus omitted.
1.9. LEMMA. Let 9 be a filter of left ideals of R, and let ~( 9) =
{M E J? 10: mE 9 for each mE M}. Then d( 9) is a strongly
complete additive class and {R1I I I E 9} is the set of cyclic modules
of~( 9).
The following theorem is announced by Gabriel in [3].
previous lemmas its proof is also immediate.

From the

9(c:S)is a natural one-one correspondence between the strongly complete additive classesof J< and
thefilters of left ideals of R. The inversecorrespondenceis 9 ~ c:S
( 9).
1.10. THEOREM
(CABRIEL). c:S~
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Because of 1.10 and the one-onecorrespondencebetween strongly
complete additive classes and bounded complete additive classes
(1.6), there is a one-one correspondence between bounded complete
additive classes and filters of left ideals of R. To establish this correspondence directly (that is, to get a correspondence for bounded

complete additive classessimilar to the correspondenceS

-+

9(S)

for strongly complete additive classes), it is convenient to introduce
the concept' weak annihilator.
1.11. DEFINITION. Let M E cR and let I be a left ideal of R. An

element m E M is weakly annihilated by 1 if there exist rb . . ., rn E R
such that (nr=l
(I: ri))m = O. If every element of M is weakly

annihilated by 1, then M is weakly annihilated by 1 and 1 is a weak
annihilator of M.

1.12. LEMMA. Let 9 be a filter of left ideals of R and let 23(9) =
{M E cRI M is weakly annihilated by some IE 9}. Then 23( 9) is
a bounded complete additive class of cR whose cyclic modules are
the modules WI with I E 9.
PROOF.Clearly 13( 9) is closed under submodules and homomorphic
images. For B1>B2 E 13(9» let Ij be a weak annihilator of Bj, Ij E 9.
For x E B1>Y E B2 let f1> ..., fm and 81> ... > 81'1
E R be such that
(n;:1 (11: fj))X = 0 and (nr=1 (12: Sj))Y= O. It may be assumed
that m = nand
fj = 8j. Since (11: fj) n (12: fj) = (11 n I2):fj, then
(nf=1
lates

n (nf=1

(11: fj))
x

+ y.

a similar
annihilates

Hence

11

ar~ent
LAB

(12: fj))

n

12 weakly

show. s that
for any

index

= nf=1 ((11n 12): fj), which annihiannihilates

if I weakly

B1 E9 B2.

annihilates

If B E !B( 9),

B then

I weakly

set A.

Now let (! be a complete additive class containing the cyclic
modules ofY3( 9), and let B E Y3(9). There is an I E 9 which weakly
annihilates B. Now WI E Y3(9) since (I: r)(r + I) = 0 for each

r E R. For r1, . . ., rn E R the maps
R

/ (n

1=1

n

(I: ri))

L

i=l

(R/(I: fj))

with r +

(I : Ti)h

and
RJ(I : fj) --. RJI with f + (I:
are monomorphisms.

fj)

--.

ffj

+ I

For any set A, the sum ~A (RJI) belongs to

{2
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since RJI EB( 9) (and hence is in C). For bE B, chooser[> . . ., rn
such that (n7=1 (I: ri))b = 0 and let h = n ~=l (I: rJ Then the
above remarks show that Lb E B (RJIb) is in C. But there is an epimorphism Lb E B (RJIb)~ B since hb = O. Hence B E C, so that

B( 9) C C.
Finally, if RJ] E B( 9) then there are K E 9 and S1>. . ., SmE R
such that (ni~l (K : 8;))(1+ J) = 0, so that ni~l (K : Si) C].
Sincen7=1 (K: Si)E 9 then] E 9. This completesthe proof.
This lemma and the fact that bounded complete additive classes
are uniquely determined by their cyclic modulesyields
1.13. THEOREM.9 ~ 23(9) is a natural one-one correspondence
between the filters of left ideals of R and the bounded complete
additive classesof cR. The inversecorrespondenceis B ~ 9(B).
Note that in the notation of 1.4 and 1.5, (23(9))s = <:5( 9)
«:5( 9))b = 23(9).

and

If R is commutative the concept of weakly annihilate is equivalent
to that of annihilate, so that in this caseB( 9) = {M E cR 11M = 0
for someI E 9}.
There is a third type of additive class which is of interest, namely
those additive classesthat are the smallest additive class containing
the cyclics in them. There is a one-onecorrespondencebetween filters
and them too, and given a filter 9, the classof modules that are submodules of homomorphic images of modules of the form Lk=l (RJIk),
Ik E 9, is the smallest additive class containing the cyclics RJI with
I E 9. There does not seem to be a way to describe these classes
purely in terms of annihilators. In fact the example of the additive
class of finite abelian groups defies description in this way.
Let 9 be a filter of left ideals of R. In [3] Gabriel has stated necessary and sufficient conditions on 9 such that <:5(9) is a Serre class.
Here different (but equivalent, and perhaps simpler) such conditions
will be given, and the corresponding problem for 23( 9) will be considered.
A filter 9 is multiplicative if I, ] E 9 implies I] E 9 (where
I] is the left ideal of cR generated by the products xy with x E I and
y EJ)'
1.14. LEMMA. If (! is a complete Serre class of J?, then 9( C) is a
multiplicative filter.
PROOF. Let I,

J E 9( (2). The exactsequence
0

-+

J/1] -+ RlIJ -+ RlJ -+ 0
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shows that IJ E 9( C) if JIIJ E C. To get ]lIJ E C, defin~, for each
j E J,

Ii : R

-+

JIIJ : r

-+

rj

+

I].

Then Ker.h ::> I so .h induces an epimOlphism .h: R/I -+
(It + IJ)II]. Now R/I E C so LiE] (R/i) E C, and the (external)
direct sum LiE] (Rj + IJ)/IJ is in C. But there is a natural epi-

morphismLJE] (Rj + IJ)IIJ

-+

JIIJ,whence JIIJ E C.

1.15. LEMMA. Let '3 be a multiplicative filter and 8UpposeR is
commutative. Then!B( '3) is a bounded complete Serre class.
PROOF.By 1.12 it suffices to show that if

O-.A-.B-.C-.O
is exact with A, C E !B( 9) then B E !B( 9). Assuming A, C E !B( 9),

there are ideals f, I E 9 such that fA

= 0 and IC

= 0, R being com-

mutative. But then (I])B = 0, whence B E !B( 9).
From 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15 results

1.16. THEOREM.Let R be commutative. Then 9

---+ 23(9)

is a

natural one-one correspondence between the multiplicative filters of
left ideals of R and the bounded complete Serre classes of J<. The
inverse of this correspondence is 23 ---+ 9(23).
For noncommutative rings R, necessary and sufficient conditions on
9 are not known such that 9 ~!B( 9) is one-one between those
filters and bounded complete Serre classes of cR. The following
proposition gives a necessary condition, however.
1.17. PROPOSITION.
If C is a complete Serre class, then IE 9( C)
if and only if there is a ] E 9( C) such that (I + J)/ I is weakly
annihilated by an ideal K E 9( C).
PROOF. Since!B( 9( C)) is the smallest complete additive

containing the cyclics R/I with
is weakly annihilated by K E
hence in C. Also R/(I + ]) E
quence
0 ~ (I + ])/1 ~

class

IE 9( C), !B( 9( C)) C c. If (I + ])/1
9( C) then (I + ])/1 E!B( 9( C)) and
C since] E 9( C), so the exact seRJl

~

RJ(I + ]) ~ 0

yields RJI E C, and I E '3( C).
If I E '3( C) let] = I, K = R and the condition is satisfied.
Call a filter '3 weakly complete if I E '3 whenever there is a
] E g such that (I + J)1l is weakly annihilatedby some K E 'J.
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Then it is easy to see that 9 weakly complete implies 9 is multiplicative. Furthermore, if R is commutative, it follows from 1.15
and 1.17 that 9 is weakly complete if and only if 9 is multiplicative.
Also 1.17 says that if C is a complete additive class then 9( C) is
weakly complete.
Call a filter 9 strongly complete if I E 9 whenever there is a
] E 9 such that I :j E 9 for all j E J.
1.18. LEMMA. A filter

9 is strongly complete if and only if cS(9)

is a strongly complete Serreclass.
PROOF.Suppose '3 is strongly complete, and
O~A~

f

g

B~C~O

is exact with A, C E.::5( 9). For bE B, there is a] E 9 such that

Jg(b) = 0 = gab). Thus Jb C j(A). Let I be the annihilator of b.
Then 1 : j is the annihilator of jb for j E J, and since RJ(I :j) = Rjb E
.::5(9), then 1:j E 9(.::5(9)) = 9. Now 1:j E 9 for allj EJ implies
I E 9. It follows that B E .::5(9) and that .::5(9) is a strongly complete
Serre class.
Suppose ~(9) is a strongly complete Serre class, that] E 9 and

that 1:j E 9 for all j E J. Now R/(1 :j) = (Rj + 1)/1 via x +
l:j ~ xj + 1, so that (Rj + 1)/1E.::5(9) for all j E J. Thus the
external direct sum LiEf ((Rj + 1)/1)E.::5(9). An epimorphic image
of this sum is U + 1)11,
whence U + l)/l E .::5(9). The exact sequence
0

--. a+

1)/1--. RiI --. Ria + I) --. 0

yields RJI E .s( 9) and I E 9,
From 1.10and 1.18follows
1.19. THEOREM (GABRIEL). 9 -+ d)( 9) is a natural one-one corre-

spondencebetween the strongly completefilters of R and the strongly
complete Serreclassesof ~ .
When R is a commutative ring, the filters which arise in the following way will be of special interest.
1.20. PROPOSITION.Let R be a commutative ring and P a prime
ideal of R. Then 9p = {I C R II q:: P} is a strongly complete and

multiplicative filter.
PROOF. 9p is clearly a filter, and is multiplicative.

Suppose

I :j E 9p for all j E J, with] E 9p. Let j EJ with j $ P and
x E I :j with xf P. Then xj E I but xj EF P, so that I q: P. Thus
I E 9p, and 9p is strongly complete.
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Attention is now turned briefly to the casewhere R is Noetherian.
1.21. LEMMA, Let R be a ring and.s a Serreclassof J? If 9(cS)contains a cofinal set of finitely generatedideals, then 9(.$) is a multiplicative filter.
PROOF. Let I, ] E 9(.$). There is a finitely generated K E 9(.$)
with K C J. Let jl' ..., jn generate K, and let L = K + If.
L E 9(.$), {ji + In; generates LlI] and the maps

Then

fi: R/I -+ (Rji + 1])/IJ with x + I -+ Xji + IJ
Hence there is an epimorphism 'Lf=l (R/I) ~
But 2:f=l (RlI) E,,$, whence LlI] E,,$. The exact sequence

are epimo~isms.

LlI].

0

LlIJ

-+

RlI]

-+

-+

RlL -+ 0

showsthat IT E g(,,$).
1.22. PROPOSITION.
If R is a commutative Noetherian ring then a
filter '9 of R is multiplicative if and only if it is strongly complete.
PROOF.If 9 is strongly complete, 9 = 9(~( 9)) is multiplicative
by 1.21.
Suppose9 is multiplicative and
0 ~

A~

f

g

B ~

C ~

0

is exact with A, C E .£( 9). For bE B, there is a IE 9 such that
]g(b) = 0 = g(Jb). Thus]b C f(A). Let jib, ..., jnb generate lb.
There exist [I' ..., In E 9 such that [Jib = O. Thus (n~l [i)Ib
= O. Now I = n~=l Ii E 9 so lIE 9, whence BE.£( 9) and
d( 9) is a strongly complete Serre class. Since 9(d( 9)) = 9, 9 is
strongly completeby 1.18.
Of course one can give an easydirect (purely ring theoretic) proof
of 1.22.
1.23. COROL~ARY.
Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. Then
for any Serreclassd of d?, there is a boundedcompleteand a strongly
complete Serre class with the same cyclic modules as d. Further, a
set S of cyclic modules is the set of cyclic modules of a Serre classof
d? if and only if {I I R/I E S} is a multiplicative filter of R.
1.24. PROPOSITION.
Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring and g.

a strongly completefilter of ideals of R. Then
9

n

=
P !>rime'

P

9p
G: g

where 9p = {I C R I I q: p}.

and

.:S(9)

=

n
P urime, P e:: 'J

.:S(9p)
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PROOF. Let <:P = {P I P is a prime ideal of Rand P $ 9}. Clearly
9 C nPE9 9p. Let IEnPE!}) 9p and let 1= Ql n ... n Qn
be a representation of I as the intersection of primary ideals. Now
I C Pi = ~
so Pi E 9, i = 1, ..., n, but for some integer k,

P 1k n . . . n Pn k C I so I E 9 since Pl E 9 by 1.22. The equality
d( 9) = nPE9
d( 9p) follows easily since both sides are strongly
complete Serre classes, so are completely determined by the cyclics
in them by 1.19.
Of the filters of ideals in a ring, the maximal ones, namely the ultrafilters, should be of some special significance. A characterization of
such filters would seem to be worthwhile, but it is probably very
difficult. For commutative Noetherian rings a characterization of the
maximal multiplicative
(equivalently, maximal strongly complete)
filters follows.
.

1.25. LEMMA. Let '3 be a maximal multiplicative filter of a commutative ring R. Then I $ '3 if and only if there is a ] E '3 and an

integer n > 0 such that In] = O.

PROOF. If for every n> 0 and] E 9, In] t- 0, then the ideals
containing an ideal of the fonn In] fonn a multiplicative filter, include

]I R

=

I and the ideals of 9, and do not include O. The other implica-

tion is obvious.
1.26. LEMMA. Let 9 be a maximal multiplicative filter of the
commutative ring R, and suppose P is a prime ideal of R such that

P $ 9. Then
(a) P is a minimal prime ideal of R.
(b) 9 = {III

q::P}.

PROOF. Suppose Q C P, Q prime. Then there is a I E 9 and an
integer n > 0 such that pnI = 0 C Q. Since] <t Q and Q is prime,
PC Q. Hence P = Q and P is a minimal-erime,proving (a).
Note that 9 C {I I I <t P} since P Ef 9. But I, I <t P implies
II <t P. It is easilyseenthat {I I I <t P} is a multiplicative filter, and

(b) follows.

1.27. LEMMA. Let P be a prime ideal of the commutative ring R.
Suppose there is an ideal [<t P and an integer n > 0 such that
pn[ = O. Then '3 = {] I J <t P} is a maximal multiplicative filter.
PROOF. Clearly '9 is a proper multiplicative filter. Any bigger
multiplicative filter would contain P and hence would contain pnI =
O. Thus '3 is as asserted.
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1.28. LEMMA. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring and P
a minimal prime ideal of R. Then there is an ideal I ct P and an
intege.r n > 0 such that pn] = O.
PROOF.The ideal P is an isolated prime of the 0 ideal. If P is the
only minimal prime, then P is nilpotent and one may take] = R.
Otherwise, let P = P 1> P2, ..., Pn be the associated prime ideals of
O. Now 0 = QI n . . . n Qn with Pi =~.
There is an m> 0

such that rim C Qi for all i. Hence pimp2m. . . PnmC Plm n p2mn
. . . n Pnm= O. Now if ] = P2m.. . PnmC PI then Pi C PI = P
for some i

>

1. Thus] q: P and pm] = O.

1.29. THEOREM. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, and let
PI,

...,

Pn be the minimal

prime

ideals of R.

Then Pi ~

9i

=

{I II c:t: Pi} is a one-one correspondence between the minimal primes
of R and the maximal multiplicative filters of R.
If 9 is a maximal multiplicative filter of R and contains all
ideals of R then 0 = P1m . . . Pn m for some m implies
0 E 9 which is impossible. Thus there is a prime ideal P $ 9, it
is minimal by 1.26(a), and 1.26(b) says that 9 = {II I q: P}. Now
PROOF.

the prime

1.27 and 1.28 complete the proof.
2. Rings and modules of quotients. Rings of quotients, modules of
quotients and the generalizations of these which have appeared nearly
all have been or can be interpreted as direct limits of certain groups
of homomorphisms. Most of these direct limits can be identified
with endomorphism rings or homomorphism groups in an appropriate
quotient category. Several examples will be given to illustrate this
connection after a brief discussion of quotient categories and relevant
maps.
Let cR denote the category of left R modules, and let d) be a Serre
class of cR. The ring of endomorphisms of R in the quotient category
cR/d) is
Jim HomR(I, RlS).
~
R/I,S E 2>

Let

R~ denote

the opposite

ring

of this

ring

of endomorphisms.

There is a natural ring homomorphism HomR(R, R) ~ Hom"",...(R, R),

inducing for the opposite rings a ring homomorphismR ~ R~, which
will be denoted throughout this paper by
ForM,NEJ?,

Hom,/{I2>(N,
M) =

<1>.

l~
NIN',.\/' E 2>

HomR(N', MIM').
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The elementsof this group are equivalenceclassesof maps, and the
equivalence class of a map f will be denoted by [f].
The
natural bilinear map
Horn

'"

""

. (R, R)

di

X Horn d?/di (R, M)

-+

Horn.,R/,J; (R, M)

makes the group Horn .4(/2i
(R, M) into a right module over
Horn ,></2i
(R, R), and hence into a left module over RJ>' This left
RJ>-modulewill be denoted by My Via the ring homomorphism
cf> : R -+
R2i'
M2i
is also a left R-module. (In the case cS is strongly
complete, M.Jj coincides with M9 for 9 = {I C R I RJI E cS}, as

defined in [ 1, p. 159].)
HomomorphismsM -+ M2i are obtained as follows. For M E cR,each
m E M determines

an R-homomorphism
Tn: R -+ M : r -+ rm, and
hence the element [m] of Ml>' The map cf>M: M -+ MJ> : m -+ [m] is

an R-homomorphism,
and for M = R, cf>R
=
above.
Let 5 be a multiplicative subset of the center of
9(5) = {I C R I I is a left ideal of cR and Rs C I
is a strongly complete filter. Let cS= cS(9(S)). The
Rs can be identified
-+ [f],
where f:

with

defined

a ring R. Then
for some s E S}
ring of quotients

the ring RJ>under the map Rs -+ Rl> : rlx

Rx -+ RJ(O: x)r

(0: x)r. Under this identification,
cf>

cf> as

by

the

rule f(yx)

the usual map R

-+

= yr +

Rs becomes

: R -+ Ry

The extended centralizer of a ring R over a module M as defined by
R. E. Johnsonin [6] can be identified with
lim

-+
M' E ""*

HomR(M', M)

where dM* is the set of essential submodules of M. In particular, if
R has zero left singular ideal the left regular quotient ring of R is
lim

-+
IEi?*

HomR(I, R)

where cR* denotes the set of essential left ideals of R. Assume no
nonzero elements of R or M are annihilated by an essential left ideal.
Then cR* is a strongly complete filter and the extended centralizer of
Rover M is the ring of endomorphisms of M in the quotient category
cRlcS(cR*). In particular, the left regular quotient ring of R is R",(.;?*).
The left maximal quotient ring of a ring R given by Y. Utumi [14]
can be identified with
lim HomR(I, R)
~
1E R.
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where RA. is the s~t of left ideals I of R such that HomR(R/I, R)

=0

(with R denoting an injective envelope of R).
G. D. Findlay and J. Larnbek [2] discuss rational extensions of
modules. A rational extension of a module M can be identified with a
unique subrnodule of
Urn HomR(1,M)

~
/EM(R)

where M(R) denotes the set of left ideals I of R for which
HomR(RJI,M) = 0 (with M denoting an injective envelope of M).
The direct limit itself yields a maximal rational extensionof M. Now
M(R) and R. = R(R) are strongly complete filters of left ideals,
R 3(H.) is the left maximal quotient ring of Y. Utumi [14], and
M3(M(R»is the maximal rational extension of M of G. D. Findlay
and J. Lambek [2].
For any commutative ring R, a prime ideal P determinesa strongly
complete

filter

9p

=

{I

I I ct:

P}.

This is the same filter

as that

determined by the multiplicative set R\P. F. Richman [13] defines a
ring of quotients of an integral domain R to be any subring S of the field
of quotients Q of R which contains R and which is flat as an R module.

He has shown that such rings are necessarily of the form S = np Rp

for someset of prime ideals P of R. That such rings S are of the form
R~ for suitable .::Sis a consequenceof the fact that Rp = R2i( <Jp) and
2.1(b)below.
2.1. THEOREM.
Let R be an integral domain with field of quotients

Q. Let "s),(AE A) be strongly complete Serre clnsses of d<, and set
cS= nA E!I."s),o
Then
(a) R2i- lq E Q Ilq C RforsomeI E 9(cS)},
(b) R,

-

n.\EA

R.>;,.

-

PROOF.Since d) is strongly complete, (a) follows from the facts that
R~/R E.,;$ and QIR~ has no nonzero submodules in.,;$.
Since d) C.,;$/o.for each A, R~ C R"sAand thus R~ C nA EA R2i,: If
q E nA EA RJiA' then for each A there is an I/o.E 9(d)A) such that
IAq C R. But LA E A (IAq) (LA EA I>,)q C R and LA EA 110.
Ed).

=

Thus q E R.s,and (b) follows.
Now if R is an integral domain and ReS C Q, S is a generalized
quotient ring of R in the sense of Richman if and only if S = R~ (D )
where
9 = np prime.SP"S9p and Rli( 9)~(P) = R.s(9) for all primes
P E 9 (see [13,. Theorem 1]). (The Serre classes d) for which

R",~(I) = R.sfor all I E 9 are studiedfurther in §3.)
Let 9 = 9(.,;$) = {I E R I RJIE .,;$} be the filter of left ideals

associated with a Serre class d), and for ME

J? let 9M = {x E M I
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0: X E 9}. It is easy to show that 9M is a submodule of M, 9M is
generated by the set of submodules of M that belong to dJ, and 9M =

{x E M I Rx E dJ} = Kercf>M' (Some of this is included in [1, Exercise
19b, p. 159], in the case ci is strongly complete.) Note that, if ci is
not strongly complete, 9M is not necessarily in ci. Every finitely
generated submodule of 9M does, however, belong to ci. An R
module M will be called ci-free if 9M == 0, or equivalently, if q,M is
a monomorphism.
The kernel of <PMis described above. The following two propositions
concern the image and cokernel of <PM'
2.2.

If Horn..f\'/.3(R,9M)

PROPOSITION.

= 0,

then the image of cPM

is an essentialR submoduleof M.3'
PROOF. Suppose Homj</~(R, 9M) = O.
represent a nonzero element of M.;>' From
Horn ,"'I2i(R, 9 M) ~ Horn ,"'11>
(R, M) = M 1>' it

9MIM'.

Thus there is an i E I with f(i)

Let

f:

I ~

MIM'

the homomorphism
follows
that f(I) q:

=m+

M', m Ef 9M =

Ker tPM' Now i[f] = tP(i)[f] = [f 0 i], and
= xm + M' = m(x) + M'
for x E R. Thus

fo'i(x) = f(xi)
i[Jl = 1m]=

tPM(m)'I 0, and it follows that tPM(M)is essential in My
The hypothesis of 2.2 is satisfied for all M E cR in many important
cases. It is satisfied, for example, if,,$ is strongly complete or if 9(,,$)
has a cofinal set of finitely generated ideals.
2.3. PROPOSITION.
For each M E cR.,9(Cokercf>M) = Coker <PM'
PROOF. Let
[f] E M~, f: I ~ MIN with
IE 9 = 9(~)
and N E~.
Let i E I and f(i) = m + N. For r E R, 1([(r)) =

f(ri) = rf(i) = rm + N = m(r) + N, and since (if)(r) = f(T(r)),
i[f] = [iJ [f] = [jij = [m] = <PM(m)
E <PM(M). Thus I[f] C

+

<PM(M), and I( [f]

E 9(Mj<PM(M))

=

=

0 with IE 9 implies [f]
9(Coker<pM)' The proposition follows.
<PM(M))

+ <PM(M)

Note that if "s is strongly complete then Ker <PMand Coker <PMare
in ~, whence <PMinduces an isomorphism between M and M~\ in the
category cR./~.

When ~ is strongly complete, M~ can be obtained by a different
method. Let E be an injective envelope of M' = MI 9M. By 2.2 it
may be assumedthat M~ C E. Then MjM' = 9(EIM') [3, Proposition 4, p. 413]. Note that 9(EIM~) = 0 in this case.
Let M and A C B be R modules. The set of left ideals M(R) =
{I C R I HomR(R/I, M) = O} is a stron~ly complete filter, and
S E d(M(R))

if and only if HomR(S, M)

= O. The

symbol A <:: B(M)

of [2] translates to BIA E d(M(R)). G. D. Findlay and J. Lambek
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call M rationally complete if every homomorphismA ~ M can be extended to a homomorphism B ~ M, whenever BIA E S = S(M(R».
They show this to be equivalent to the property that M has no proper
rational extension [2, Theorem 4.1J, i.e., ExtR 1(8,M) = 0 for all
S E S. In light of the characterization of rational extensionsmentioned earlier, this is equivalent to cJ>M: M ~ M~\(M(R»being an isomorphism. The following proposition shows that the modules M2>
satisfy similar completenessproperties when S is any strongly complete Serre class, assuming that Ker </JM = O. Note that in the setting
above,cJ>M: M ~ M2>(M(R»
always has zero kernel.

2.4. PROPOSITION,
If.$ is a strongly complete Serre class in d?, and
M an R module, then
(a) (i)-(iv) are equivalent.

(i) ExtRI(S, M) = 0for all S E .$,
(ii) Hom(B, M) ~ Hom(A,M) ~ 0 is exactwheneverA C Band

BfA E .$,
(iii) Hom(R, M) ~ Hom(I, M) ~ 0 is exactfor all I E 9(.$).
(iv) 9(MfM) = 0, where M is an injective envelope of M.
(b) If M = A~ for some R module A then c/JM: M -i> M.!i is an isomorphism and the conditions (i)-(iv) above hold for M.
(c) If Ker c/JM= 0 and any of the conditions (i)-(iv) above hold,
then c/JMis an isomorphism.
PROOF.That (i) implies (ii) follows from the exact sequence
Hom(B, M)

Hom(A, M)

~

~

Extl(B/A, M).

Condition (iii) is a special case of (ii). Assume (iii) holds and let

x E M such that x + ME 9(MIM). Then 1= {r E R I rx E M}
belongs to '3, and the homomorphism f: I ~ M : i ~ ix can be
extended to a homomorphism f: R ~ M. Let m = J(l). Then
I(x - m) = 0, and R(x - m) n M = I(x - m) n M = 0, implying
x - m = 0 since M is essentialin M. Thus x E M and 9(MIM) = O.
Assume(iv) holds. The exactsequence
0

~

M

~

M ~ MIM

~

0

yields the exact sequence

Hom(S,MIM) = 0 ~ Extl(S, M) ~ Extl(S, M) = 0
SOExt'(S, M)
Assume M

= 0 for S E,,$.

=

A~,

with,,$ strongly complete.

Then 9(Al9A)

= 0 and

an essential submodule of A" imply 9 A.,,\ = O. Thus
Ker 4>M= O. Let E be an injective envelope of AI 9 A. Then
Al9 A
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AI '9 A C A~ C E so E is also an injective envelope of A.." i.e.,
E = M. Thus '9(MIM) = 9(E/AJ = 0, and Cok </:1M C
9(MIM)
implies Cok </:1M= O. Thus</:1Mis an isomorphism,and since 9(MIM)
= 0, (i)-(iv) hold for M.
Assume Ker </:1M = 0 and (ii) holds for M. Since Cok cJ>ME ~, the
sequence
Hom(M~, M) --+ Hom(M, M) --+ 0
must be exact, implying 1m</:1Mis a summand of M~. Since it is also
an essential submodule of M~, 1m</:1Mmust be equal to M~, hence
</:1Mis an isomorphism.
If d) is not a strongly complete Serre class the modules M ~ may not
be complete in the sense described above. However certain homomorphisms can always be extended.

2.5. PROPOSITION.
Let
M E cR. with

f:

be any Serre class of cR.. If I E 9(~) and
then there exists an

d)

I --+ M an R-homomorphimt,

R-homomorphimt g : R --+ M~ such that the diagram
I

f

!

g

--+

! ~M

. M~

R

commutes(with I

.M

R the inclusion map).

PROOF. The map g: R --+ M~ : r --+ r[fl

is an R-homomorphism,

andfori E I,g(i) = </:IM(f(i)).
The following proposition describes the group of extensions of a

module A by a cyclic RtI Ed) as a subgroup of the cokernel of

</:IA'

For an R module M and a left ideal I, let M [1] denote the subgroup

of M annihilated by I, i.e., M[1] = {x E M I Ix = OJ.

2.6. PROPOSITION.Let d) be a Serre class of cR.and A E cR.with
9A

= O.

Thenfor

each I E 9(~),

= (Aj</:lA(A))[1]

ExtRI(RlI, A)
PROOF. In

0

--+

=

(Coker</:lA)[1].

the commutativediagram
HomR(R, A)

--+

1

=

0

~

HomR(I, A)

--+

ExtR I (RtI, A) --+ 0

1°

A tPA
~ Hom,iI'I.o(R, A) =

A~\
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with exact rows, 8 is a monomorphism, and it suffices to show that
(1m 8)/<I>A(A)

=

(A)<I>A(A))[I].

Let

[}1 Elm

8,

f:

I -+ A

For

i E.L.!. E R, ({i)(r) = f(f(r)) = f(ri) = rf(i) = f(i)(r), so iff] = (fT]
= [f(i)] = <l>A(f(i)) E <l>A(A).Thus I(lm 9) C <l>A(A).Now let x E A~
with Ix C <l>A(A)and define g: I -+ A: i -+ <l>A
-I(ix). Then for i E I,
i[g] = <l>A(g(i)) = ix, so I([g] - x) = O. Since 9(AJ = 0, this implies

x = [g] = 9(g)andthe propositionfollows.
2.7. THEOREM.Let R be an integral domain and.s a strongly complete Serre class of d(. If R is integrally closed then R~ is integrally
closed.
PROOF.Suppose xn + Sn-IXn-1 + ... + SIX + So= 0 with SiE R~

and X E Q (Q is the field of quotients of R). There is an I E g(~)
such that Isi C R for i = 0, . - ., n - 1, by 2.3. Let y E 1. Then
(yx)n +

(Sn-IY)(YX)n-

I

+

... +

Styn-I(yx)

+ ynso=

0 with sn-kyk

E R. Since R is integrally closed, yx E R, and hence Ix C R. This
meansthat x E R~,and so R~ is integrally closed.
For an integral domain R, let R I be its integral closure. It is easy
to see that for any strongly complete Serre class c:S of d?,(R~)' C (R')~,
though equality does not seem to hold in general. However,
«

R~ ) IL, =

(R 't, whichby 2.7is integrallyclosed.

The socle of an R module is the submodulegeneratedby the simple
submodules. If M is a maximal ideal in R, the M -soczeof an R module
is the submodule generated by the simple submodulesisomorphic to
RIM. If R is a commutative Noetherian ring and S is the socle of an
R module A, then S decomposesuniquely into the direct sum L SM
of its M-socles SM- Furthermore, Sand SM have unique maximal
essential extensions E and EM in A, and E = L EM [12]. Thus a
natural definition of a "torsion" module over a commutative Noetherian
ring is one whose socle is essential, and this class will now be examined.

2.8. THEOREM.Let R be a commutativeNoetherian ring and let 9
be the class of R modules whose soclesare essential. Then 9 is a
strongly complete Serre class. Moreover 9( r;) = np E!P9p, where
<Pis the set of prime ideals which are not maximal ideals, and is the
smallest multiplicative (strongly complete)filter containing the maximal ideals of R.
PROOF.Observe that an ideal I
ideals if and only if every prime
set 9 of such ideals is clearly n
which is strongly complete (and

of R contains a product of maximal
ideal containing 1 is maximal. The
{ 9p I P is prime and not maximal},
multiplicative). Now T E.£( 9) if

and only if for t E T,O : t E 9. ThusT E d( 9) if andonly if T E 9
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[12, Theorem 1]. Hence 'J is a strongly complete Serre class, and
9( ':]) = 9(.$( 9)) = 9 is asdescribedin the theorem.
2.9. COROLLARY.Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, A an
R module, At the maximum essential extension in A of the sode of A,
E an injective envelope of A I = AIAt, and '7 the Serre class of left
R modules with essential sodes. Then

A?/A' = (E/A')t>
i.e., the cokemel of 4>Ais the maximum essential extension in EIA'
of the sock of EIA' .
2.10. COROLLARY.
Let R be a commutative Noetherian domain with
field of quotients Q, and let 'J be the Serre class of modules with
essentialsocles. Then R'JIR is the maximum essentialextensionof the
socleof QIR.
Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, M a maximal ideal of R,
and 9 M the class of R modules whose M-socle is essential. Then 9 M
is a strongly complete Serreclassof ~ and 9( 'J M) = np prime;P"M
9p
is the smallest multiplicative filter containing M. Statementsanalogous to the corollaries above, with 9 replaced by 9 M, are also
valid. Further, A'JIA' = LM«A')9M'A'), where M ranges over all
maximal ideals of R and A' = A/~.. In particular, if R is an integral
domain with field of quotients Q, and R.:;IR= LM TMIR is the
unique primary decomposition of (QIR)t, then TM is a subring of Q
and TM = R'J .
M
3. Quotient categories. In significant cases, when <:8is a strongly
complete Serre class in cR, the quotient category cRl<:8is equivalent to
the category of all modules over the ring R~ [3, Corollaire 2, p. 414] .
This phenomenon will be examined closer, and then attention will be
turned to quotient categories cR/!Bwith !B bounded complete. 'First,
however, some canonical functors are studied in a more general setting.
Let <:8be any Serre class of cR. The canonical exact functor from cR
to cRIeSwill be denoted by F. (See [3] or [16] for the missing definitions. Also the terminology and notation of §2 will be used freely.)
Let cR~ denote the categoryof all left R~ modules. There is a canonical
functor L: cR -+ cR~ given by L(M) = M~ = Horn ,RId;
(R, M). This

functor is called the localizing functor, and is clearly covariant, additive and left exact.
3.1. LEMMA. If <:8is a Se1'1'e
classof cRand 9«:8) had a cofinal set
of finitely generated ideals, then L: cR -+ cR2i commutes with direct
sums.
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is

3.2. THEOREM. Let -1) be a Serre class of cR. The following

are

equivalent:
(a) The localization functor L is exact and 9(-1)) has a cofinal set
of finitely generated left ideals.
(b) The natural transformation 8: T ~ L is an equivalence.

(c) R~$(I) = R.bfor all I E 9(-1)).
(d) cR~ n -1)= O.
PROOF.Assume(a). By the lemma :1bove, L commutes with direct
sums. Since L is also exact, by [3, Proposition 1 bis, p. 404] L has an
adjoint L*: cR~ ~ cR. Then for A E cR~, L*(A) = HomR(R,L*(A»
= Horn R (L(R), A), and for M E cR. HomR. (L(M), A) =
~
~
HomR(M, L*(A» = HomR(M, HomR.s (R.b'A»
HomR(R~ ~R M, A).
A).

=

The isomorphisms

are all natural,

whence

L is equivalent

to the

functor M ~ R~ ~ R M. This equivalenceis in fact the transfonnation
8. Thus (a) implies (b).
Assume(b). Then (c) follows from the diagram
0

0

i
~

R~$(I)

~

8[

0

~

R~

~R I

~

R.)

t
I~ ~

0

i

0
which commutes and has exact rows and.columns.
Let I be an ideal of R such that R.~$( I) == R2i'
R~. There exist
. .., [fnJ E R.) and ii' ..., in E I with Lk
2k [AJq,(ik)
[A]cf>(ik)= 1.

[II]'
[fd,
FOI
For
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some] E 9(~), A:] -+ RJS with S E ~ and j + S = LkA(j)ik
for j E].
Thus] C (Lk Rik) + S, implying Lk Rik + S E 9(~)
and hence that Lk Rik E 9(~). In particular, (c) implies that 9(~)
has a cofinal set of finitely generated left ideals. Still assuming(c),
let A E J? and [fJ E A~ = HomJ,l/.s(R,
A), f: I -+ AlA I with
RJI, A' E~. There is a sum Lk [AJ~(ik)
1 with A:] -+ RJS
A

~nd ik E I. For i E I and j E], let f(i) = f(i) + A' and fk(j) =
fk(j) + S. Let S I be the submodule of I generated by InS,
Sit>
Si2, . . ., Sin. Then S I E ~ and the submodule A" of A with A:'1A I =
f(S ') belongs to ~. Let gk : RJS -+ AI P;'. be ?efined by gk( r + S) =
rJ(ik) + A"
t:.or r E R.
Then
[fk] [f(ik)J = [gkAJ
and
OA(L [AJ (j9j(ik)) = LdfkJ [j(ik)J = [LkgkAJ. ForjE]nI,

(L

gk/k )U) = Lgk(fi(j) + S)= LAu)j(ik) + A"

k

k

k

= j (L
since

2:k!k(j)ik

s E InS

jk(j)ik)

+ A" = j(j) + A",

k

=j +

an?

8 for Jome 8 E S, and

hence f(8) E A'.'.

It

j E I, j + 8 E I imply
follows that [f] =

(JA(2: k [fkJ @ f(ik»'
Thus (c) implies
(JA is an epimorphism
for A E cR. Let 0 ~ A ~ B ~ C ~ 0 be exact in cR. Now (a) follows
from the commutative diagram
R-" @R A~

R-" @R B~

R~ @R C ~

t

t

t

~ B-"

~ C~

t
0

t
0

O-+-A~

t
0

0

which has exact rows and columns. Thus (c) implies (a).
If cR", n cS = 0, then the map R/I --. R)RA>(I)
induced
must be zero for IE

by cJ>
9(cS). Thus cJ>(1)= 1 E R",cJ>(1),and (c) holds.

Now cR", n cS is a Serre class of cRy Thus it is not trivial if and only if

it contains a nonzero cyclic R)J. The R-homomorphism R --. R) J
induced by cJ> has kernel IE 9(cS). Thus cJ>(I)
C J so that R",cJ>(I)
C J.
Thus (c) implies (d).
3.3. COROLLARY.If any of the equivalent conditions in 3.2 hold,
then R", is a flat R module.
In view of the equivalent conditions in the theorem, in particular

condition (c), and this corollary, the rings R", do indeed behaveas one
expects a "ring of quotients" to behave. If S is a multiplicative set in
the center of the ring Rand 9 is the filter of those left ideals which
contain an ideal of the form Rs with s E S, then cS(9) = cSis a strongly
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complete Serre class, and R2>is the usual ring of quotients of R with
respect to the set S. The ring R.,)satisfies the equivalent conditions of
the theorem above, and condition (c) just expressesthe fact that each
element s E S has an inverse in R.,).
The homomorphism <b: R -+ R.,) makes every R.!i module into an

R module. This operation composedwith F yields a canonical exact

functorE : J?!i

-+ <:R1,s.Thefunctorialdiagram

L

~~f~'
<:R1,s

is not necessarily commutative. Supposefor example that ,s is not
strongly complete and that g(,s) has a cofinal set of finitely generated
ideals. Then there exists a family of R modules Ma E ,s with M =
LaMa$,s.
Thus F(M):f 0, but L(M) = M.!i = 0 by 2.1 so
so
EL(M) = 0, and EL and F cannot be equivalent. However if ,s is
is
strongly complete the diagram does commute as is shown in the
following proposition.
3.4. PROPOSITION.
The functors EL and F are equivalent if ,s is
strongly complete.
PROOF.Let f: M -+ N be an R-homomorphism. For mE M,
<bNf(m)= fern) = Jm = L(f)(m) = L(f)<bM(m).
Thus the diagram

f

r~M
MJ>

commutes.

-= F(~Nf).

the diagram

L(f)

=
Now EL(f)F«PM)
j
Define ~ <1>:F ~ EL

.

r~

~ N~

= [L(f)q,M] =- [(J>Nf1
[CPM][L(j)]
by <l>M= F(q,M)= [q,M]' Then
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commutes, and <I>is a natural transformation of functors. If ~ is strongly complete, then by §2, Ker <PMand Coker <PMare in d) for each M,
whence <l>M= [<PM]is an isomorphism and <I>is an equivalence.

When d) is a strongly complete Serre class, the list of equivalent
statements in 3.2 can be extended as follows.

3.5. THEOREM.Let eSbe a strongly complete Serreclassof cR. The
following are equivalent.
(a) The functor E is a natural equivalencebetween the categories
cR.::;and cRIeS.

(b) R~<I>(I)=

R,;

for all I E 9(cS).

PROOF.Clearly (a) implies cRJjn.:$ = 0, which by 3.2 implies (b).
Again by 3.2, (b) implies the localization functor is exact and 9(.:$) has
a cofinal set of finitely generated ideals. By [3, Corollaire 2, p. 414],
this implies (a).
From its definition, the localization functor L is exact if and only if
R is projective in cRI~. Also L may be exact without E being an
equivalence,as shown by letting R = lll<n Z and 9 those ideals of R
containing LNo Z. In this example LNn Z is a projective ideal of R

and {LN) Z} a cofinal subset of 9. Moreover LNo Z is not finitely
generated so E cannot be an equivalence by 3.5 and 3.2. It is easy to
observe that whenever 9 is a filter containing a cofinal set of projective left ideals, R is projective

in cRl.:$for 9

=

9(.:$).

For.:$ strongly complete, let .:$' = cRJjn.:$. That is, ~' is the class
of R, modules that are in ~ when considered as R modules. Proposition 3, p. 413 in [3] asserts that the functor E induces an equivalence

between the categoriesJ?)d5I and J?/d5.When R~ = R, this proposition yields no information. In fact, in the example in the previous
paragraph, R~(':n= R, as can be easily checked. However, for S
strongly complete, cRlS is always equivalent to a subcategory of
cRj, (as well as a subcategory of cR itself), as will now be shown. Of
coursethis subcategorywill be cR~ itself if and only if S I = O. Further,
the significance of the localization functor being exact is readily seen
in terms of this subcategory. ,
3.6. LEMMA, Let,,$ be a strongly complete Serre class of d? Then
Horn J?I.,S(A""
B",) = HornR(As, B",),for all A, B E cR.
PROOF.Let A' C A~ with Aj A' E'::s. Since'::sis strongly complete,
HomR(AjA', B~) = 0 = ExtRl(AjA',
B~). Thus HomR(A~, BJ ~
HomR(A', B~), induced by the inclusion A' C A~, is an isomorphism.
The lemma follows.
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3.7. LEMMA, Let,:$ be a strongly complete Serre class, and let
A. BE J?J)such that <l>A:A-+

A.J) and

<1>8

: B-+

B.J) are isomorphisms.

Then
HOffiR

.

(A, B)

d>

= HOffiR(A,

B).

E R;> and a E A, with x = [g], g : I --+ R. Then
x<PA(a)
= [g] [a] = [ag], and for i E I, ag(i) = g(i)a = <p(g(i»(a).
Also <PA(xa)
= [xa] , and xa(i) = i(xa) = «fJ(i)x)a= [gi] a = <p(g(i»a.
PROOF. Let

x

Thus <PAis an R;>-homomorphism.Now let
[g] E R~ with g: I --+ R, IE

9(.£).

Define

fA E

HomR(A,
B), x =

f: A2i --+ B;> : <PA(a)--+

<l!B(f(a». This clearly is an R-hOIpomorphism. Now j{x4>A(aJ)f«p.A(xa» = <PBf(xa) = [f(xa)], andxf«pA(a»= nPB(f(a»= [g] [f(a)]

= [f(a)g]. - For i E I, f(Xfl)(i) = if.(xa)= f(i(xa» = f(g(i)a) =
g(i)f(a) = f(a)g(i). Thus..xf = fx and f is an R2i-homomorphism.
A

It follows that f
Horn R~(A, B)

Let

(!.o\

= <fJB-If<bAis an

= HomR(A, B).

~-homomorphism

and hence that

be the full subcategoryof d?whoseobjects are thosemodules

A such that <PA: A --+ A.,sis an isomorphism. Assuming d is a strongly
complete Serre class, the category (!~, is a full subcategory of c:R
1> in

view of 3.7. Also the isomorphismsin 3.6 and 3.7 are functorial, and
<PA: A --+ A;> induces an isomorphism
lish

in d?/.£. These remarks estab-

.

3.8. THEOREM, If ~ is a strongly complete Serre class of cR, then
cRI~ is equivalent in a natural way to a full subcategory of cR,
the canonical functor F: cR -+ cR/~ induces an equivalence between
CJ>and d</~, and considering C", as a subcategory of d<.1)'the functor
E: cR.1)-+ d</~ induces an equivalence between {!~ and cR/~.

It is assumed that.,$ is strongly complete until mentioned otherwise
(after 3.14).
It is perhaps more appropriate to consider C~ as a subcategoryof
d?~. Note that C~ = d?~ if and only if d?~n d) = 0, and that the
categories d?Jj/(d?:sn.,$) and Cd>are equivalent. It is interesting to
relate monomorphisms, epimorphisms, kernels, cokernels, etc., in

C~ and d?~. It is not true, for example,that an epimorphism in C.:sis
always an epimorphism in d?:s. The significance of the exactness of
the localization functor will become clear in these considerations.
U sing the exact sequence

0

~

HOffiR(AJA. A) ~ HOffiR(A.,>, A)

~

HOffiR(A,

A) ~

ExtR(AjA,

A),
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it is easy to see that CJ; consists of those R modules A such that
HomR(S, A) = 0
ExtR 1(5, A) for all S E ,1).

=

3.9. LEMMA. Let A, BE

and f E HomR(A,B). Then

ej;

Kef.'?

E e and henceis a kernel off in ey

f

J;'

K

..

1 ~K

is commutative with exact rows and columns. By the 5-lemma,~K is
an isomorphism. The lemma follows readily.
3.10. LEMMA. Let A, B E
(BIIm,f(

ft

Horn,!? (A, B).

Then

B-+

is a cokernel in (2~\off

PROOF.Since the sequence A
the

f E

(22»

sequence

A",

~

B", ~

(B/lm

-4 B ~
ft

~

BIIm

f

0 is exact in cR,

~

0 is exact

in

cRIeS, and

hence exact in C .
j)

3.11. PROPOSITION.
A sequence A

and only ifKer~ g

= (ImJ?fL.

-4 B ~

C in C'" is exact in C" if

3.10, Ker,!? g = Ker Cli g and 1m Cli f=
0 -+ Im~f -+ B -+ B/lm~f
-+ 0
Now
exact in cR implies 0 ~ (ImJ?fL ~ Bj) ~ (B/lmJ?fL
is exact
in cR,whence Imc., f= (1m""f)",. The proposition follows.
From 3.11 follows readily
PROOF. By 3.9 and
Ker"" (B ~ (B/lmJ?fL).

3.12. COROLLARY.Let A, B, C E (! y Then
(a) f: A ~ B is a monomorphism in (!
monomorphism in d? (or d?Jj)'
(b) f: A -+ B is an epimorphism

(c) 0 -+ A
(or cRJ.

~

B

~

Jj

if

and

in (! 2i if and only

only if f is a

if B/lm

,i( fEd).

C is exact in CJ; if and only if it is exact in ~
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The fact that kernels and monomorphisms in f2.ti are kernels and
monomorphisms respectively in cR.ti(or cR) is a reflection of the left
exactness of the localization functor L. Cokernels and epimorphisms
in f2..!>
may indeed not be cokernels and epimorphisms respectively in
cR..!>'A subcategory f2 of a category !:D is called an exact subcategory
if the natural inclusion functor (! ~ '1) is exact. In particular, if {!
and !:Dare abelian, a map in {! will be epimorphism if and only if it is
an epimorphism in !:D.
3.13. THEOREM. (!~ is an exact subcategory of d?J>(and hence of

d?)ifand only if the localizationfunctor L : d? -+ d?J> is exact.
PROOF. Let I:
L'

: cR. ~

(! J)

(! J) with

~
IL'

cR.J>be the inclusion functor.
= L.

Moreover,

L'

There is a functor

is an exact functor.

Thus

I exact implies L exact. Suppose I is not exact. Then by 3.12(c),
there is a (!.Ii epimorphism f: A ~ B such that Im"d

=

B. The sequence
0 -+ Ke~~ I

-+

A

~

Im,~

I

-+

'I (Im,~ f)J)

0

is exact in J<.but
0

-+

(Ker""

It

-+

A~ -+

(1m"" f)1i

-+ 0

is not exact in cR21' Hence L is not exact.

3.14. COROLLARY.If the localization functor L: ~
~2J is exact
and 9(.,$) had a cofinal set of finitely generated left ideals, then ~2J

is equivalent to afull exactsubcategoryof ~.
PROOF.By 3.2, d?~ n d) = 0, whence (!.3 = d?~. Apply 3.13.
Attention will now be turned to quotient categories d?/!E, where
!E is a. bounded complete Serre class, Quotient categories of this
type have important applications in the study of quasi-isomorphisms
of torsion free abelian groups [16], It seems that the concept of
bounded complete Serre classes is natural only when R is commutative. In any case, R is assumed to be commutative in the considerations of d?$ below.
In the remainder of this section !E denotes a bounded complete
Serre class of c.R. There are two other categories naturally associated
with d?/!E. Let CJ!Bbe the category with objects the R modules and
with Hom.JI23(~, B) = ~ @RHomR(A, B). Let df.!B be the category
with
objects the R modules and with
Hom.JIi! (A, B) =
Horn d?/'E(R,HomR(A, B))

= (HomR(A,B))!S, With the obvious defini-

tions of composition of maps, both r:J!Sand df.!J3
are additive categories.
There are natural functors relating the categories d?/!E, r:J!J3
and ~'B'
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and the main objective is to detennine when these functors are equivalences.
d?tB(A,B), it may be assumed that
Note that for [11 E Horn d?/!B(A,
f: IA
BIB[1] for some1 E 9(23),whereB[1] = {b E B I Ib = O}.
Also HomR(A, B)[1] = HomR(A, B[1]) for all ideals 1 of R.
Let [f] E HOffiA'tB(R,HOffiR(A, B» with
f: I

HomR(A, B)/HomR(A, B[I]),

1 E 9(.23).

I;?efine ~: IA -+ BIB[I] by hiia) = j(i)(a) + B[I], where f(i) =
j(i) + HomR(A,B[IJ). Now defining H(A) = A, and H([fJ)=
[hA yields an additive covariant functor H : c:#'i3 -+ .:R1.23.
3.15. THEOREM. Let 13 be a bounded complete Serre class in cR,

with cRcommutative. Then the functor H: c:#'i3
-+ cR/!Bis an equivalence. In particular, c:#!Bis an abelian category.
PROOF.It suffices to show that H induces an isomorphism
Homd?tB(R,HomR(A, B» -+ Horn ,"'/'i3(A,B).
Let
[g] E Horn A'fB(A,B), g : 1A -+ BIB[1], 1 E 9(.23). Define
g: I -+ HOffiR(A, BIB[I]) by (g(i»(a) = g(ia) for i E 1, a E A The
u- - -. - - _u - -- - -

exactsequence
0

--+

HomR(A,B[ 1])

--. HOmR(A,

--+

HomR(A, B)

BIB [I] ) --. ExtR '(A, B[ I] )

induces a natural monomorphism
HomR(A, B)/HomR(A, B[I])-+

a

HomR(A, BIB [I])

with its cokernel annihilated by I, since I(ExtR '(A, B[1)) = O. Since
!E is a bounded complete Serre class, this cokemel is in !E. Thus
I' = g - I (a) is an ideal belonging to 9(!E). The diagram

can be filled in uniquely (where k is induced by the inclusion (I' C I),

and the correspondence [g]
an

inverse

of

the

-+

[kg] E Hom"",~(R.HomR(A,B)) is

homomorphism

Horn ""'/:B(R,
HomR(A, B) -+
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Hom,"'rB(A, B) induced by H). This concludesthe proof.
One may prove directly that dt~ is an abelian category, though it
is quite laborious. For example, the proof of the existence of
kernels
proceeds
as follows.
Let
[fJ E Homd/s (A, B) =
Hom ""rB(R,HomR(A,B»" with f: J -+ HomR(A,B)/HomR(A,B[ I] ),
IE 9(23)", and f(i) = f(i) + HomR(A,B[I]) for i E I. Let K =
niEl Ket:"I'
f(i) with j: K -+ A the inclusion map, and define kf: R

-+ HomR(K, A) by kf(l) = j. Then [kf] E Horn d/s (K, A) and it
can be checked that K with [kf] is a kernel in <::HfBfor [}1.
A functor D: r:J!B-+ <::HY3 is defined as follows. For [fJ E ~!B

apd g E HomR(A,B) with f: I -+ R/R[I], IE 9(23), let f(i) =
f(i) + l![I], and define gj: I -+ HomR(A,..B)/HomR(A~
B)[ 1] by
gj(i) = f(i)g + HomR(A,B)[l],
where (f(i)g)(a) = f(i)g(a). Let
D(A) = A for A E r:Jfi3 and D( [I] ~ g) = [gj]. Then D is an
additive covariant functor. Also D composedwith H yields a canonical functor 'J:B ~

fifE.

3.16. THEOREM. Let 13 be a bounded complete Serre class of d?,
with R a commutative ring. Thefollowing are equivalent.
(a) R.s<l>(I)=

R.sforall IE 9(13).

(b) The canonical functor HD: :J!B ~ d?/!Bis an equivalence.
PROOF. By 3.2, (a) is equivalent to the natural transfonnation
£): T -+ L being an equivalence. One need only observe that the
map ~ @R HomR(A, B) -+ Hom""I23(R,HomR(A, B)) induced by the
functor D is the same as the map £)Hom(A,B)' This together with 3.15
shows that (a) is equivalent to (b).
""

4. Injectives relative to Serre classes. The main purpose of this
section is to generalize some of the results of [9]. Throughout,.s
will be a stronglycompleteSerreclassof d<,and in the case.s = d<
various results in [9] are obtained. Let P be a set of primes. A Pgroup is an abelian group each element of which has order a product
of powers of primes in P. Specializing.s to the classof P-groupsyields
the principal

results of [5]

.

4.1. DEFINITION. A module ME
sequence

d< is ~-injective

if for each exact

O~A~B~S~O
of R modules with S E.:;$, the associated sequence

0
is exact.

-+

HomR(S,M)

-+

HomR(B,M)

-+

HomR(A, M) -+ 0
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According to Proposition 2.4, the following are equivalent.
(a) Mis .::$-injective.
(b) ExtR 1(5,M) = 0 for all 5 E <:8.
~

(c) For each IE 9«:8), the sequenceHomR(R,M) ~ HomR(I, M)
0 is exact.
(d) 9(MIM) = 0, where M is an injective envelopeof M.

As before, 9

=

9(.::$) denotes the set of ideals I of R such that WI E

.::$,and for ME eR, 9M = {m E M I (0 : m) E 9«:8)} = {m E M I
Rm E <:8}is the maximum submoduleof M which belongs to <:8.It is
interesting to note that <:8is closedunder injective envelopesif and only
if S E <:8and 5 <:8-injectiveimplies 5 is injective.
The module 1\1 obtained in 4.2 will play the role that the injective
envelopeof M plays in [9] , and is an <:8-injective
envelopeof M.
4.2. PROPOSITION.
Let M E cR and let Ai be an injective envelope

of M. Let

1\1

be the (unique) largestsubmoduleof M such that

1\1IME <:8. Then 1\1 is <:8-injective and is (up to isomorphism) the
unique smallest <:8-injectivemodule containing M.
Proposition 4.2 is proved by standard arguments.
4.3. DEFINITION. Let M E cR. Then M is quasi-<:8-injective if
HomR(M, M) -+ HomR(N, M) ~ 0 is exact for all submodules N of
M such that MIN E <:8.
4.4. THEOREM. Let M E cR. and E = HomR(M,M). Then M is
quasi-~-injective if and only if M is an E submodule of M; that is, if

and only if M is a fully invariant submoduleof M.
PROOF. Suppose M is an E submodule of M and N C M with
M/N E .:8. Let fE HomR(N, M).
Since MIM E.:8, MIN E.$

and M .:8-inj~tive imply there exists an extension j: M -+ M
of f Then f(M) C M and HomR(M,M) -+ HomR(N,M) -+ 0 is
exact.
Now suppose M is quasi-.$-injective and let fE HomR(M,M).

Let N = M n f-'(M).
Then the monomorphismM/N -+ MIM
induced by 1 implies MIN E.:8. Thus 1: N -+ M can be extended
to g: M -+ M, ane! sinc~ M is .:8-injectiveand MIM E.:8, g can be
extended to g: M -+ M. If NT M then (g- f)(M) f 0, and
M

being

essential in

-

M, (g - f)(M) n

M:f: O. There

are m,

-

m I E M with (g 1)(m) = m I f O. Then f(m) = g(m) 111'=
g(m) - m I E M implies mEN contradicting (g - f)(m) f O. Thus
N = M = M n -f-l(M) and -f(M) C M so M is an E submodule of t.
.

4.5. COROLLARY.Each ME

cR has a unique (up to isomorphism)

minimal quasi-"s-injectiveessentialextension(called the quasi-~injectiveenvelopeof M).
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PROOF. The desired extension is the (E, R) submodule of M
generated by M.
4.6. DEFINITION. Let ME

J? Then M*

=

{m E M 10: Tn E 9(d)

and 0 : m is essential in R} is the d-singular submodule of M.
It is easy to show that the set of ideals ge = {II IE 9(d) and I
is essential in R} is a filter. Moreover if R* = 0, ge is a strongly complete filter.
The following lemma is fairly well known.
4.7. LEMMA. If N is an essential submodule of M, then N: m =
0: (m + N) = {r E R I rm EN} is an essential left ideal of R for all

mE M. Furthermore,ifN* = 0 thenM* = O.
4.8. PROPOSITION.
Let M E eR. Then HomR(M,M) -+ HomR(M, M)
is an isomorphism if and only if M is quasi-d-injective. If M* = 0
then HomR(M, M) -+ HOmR(M,M) is an isomorphism.
PROOF. The first assertion follows from 4.4. Let M*

= O.

Then

HomR(MIM, M) = 0 by 4.7, and ExtRI (MIM, M) = 0 since
MIM E ~.
Thus Homfl(M, M) ~ Homfl(M, M) is an isomorphism.
Notice that by 4.8, if M* = 0 then M is quasi-~-injective if and only
if HomR(M, M) is naturally isomorphic to HomR(M, M).
4.9. PROPOSITION.
If M* = 0 and M/N E

d)

then N has a unique

maximal essentialextensionin M.
PROOF. Let L = {x E M IN: x is essential in R}. Note that
N : x E 9(.,$) for all x E M since MIN E.,$. Now if x, Y E L, r E R,
then N: (x + y) :::J(N: x) n (N : y) which is essential and N: rx =
(N: x) : r which is essential. Thus L is a submodule of M, and clearly
L::J N. Now if K is an essential extension of N in M, by 4.7 if k E K

then (N: k) is essential. Thus K C L. If o =I x E L, M* = o implies
(N: x)x =I o whence Rx n N =1°. Thus N is essentialin L.
In [9], the notion of a closed submodule plays a fundamental role.
This notion in the present context is given in
4.10. DEFINITION. Let L.J>c(M) denote the set of submodules N of
M such that (MIN)* = 0. Such submodulesare called .,$-closedin M.

For a submoduleN of M, the .,$-closure
of N in M is the submodule
Nc of M given by Nt'jN = (MIN)*.

.

It is easy to see that Nc is .,$-closed in M. The lattice .L];c(M) is of
greatest interest when M* = 0. It is in this case, for example, when
every submodule of M is essential in its .,$-closure. Some basic properties of d-closure are given in
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4.11. PROPOSITION.
Let ME J<.with N, Ni, No, . .. submodulesof
M. Then
(a) If Nois .:$-closedin M then no Nois .:$-closedin M.
(b) Nc =n {C 1M:> C:> Nand C is .:$-closedin M}.
(c) Nc is the unique maximal essentialextensionof N + M* in M',
where M' IN = 9( MIN).
(d) (Ncy = Nc.
(e) (N:m)c= Nc:mformE M.
(n (n~=lNi)C = n~"'lN{.
.
(g) Let M* = 0,m E M. Then 1m = 0 implies-Icm = O.
(h) Let I be a left ideal of R If M* = 0 then M(I) = M(Ic), where
M(I) denotesthe elementsof M weakly annihilated by I (see 1.11for
definition of weakly annihilate).
(i) If C is .:$-closedin M then C : S is .:$-closedin R for any subset
SofM.
PROOF.There is a monomorphism M/(na Na) II a(M/Na). Since
([Ia(M/Na))* C lla(M/Na)* = 0, it follows that (M/(naNa»* = 0
and na Na is ..8-closedin M. The proofs of (b) and (d) are almost
immediate.
Let M'/N = 9(M/N). It is easy to show that M'/(N + M*) =
9(M/(N + M*». Since (M/M*)* = 0, (M'/M*)* = 0 and by 4.9,
(N + M*)/M* has a unique maximal essential extension UM* in
M' /M*. It follows that N + M* is essentialin L. Moreover UM* =
{x + M* E M'/M* I ((N + M*)/M*): (x + M*) is essential in R},
so (M'/(N + M*»* = L/(N + M*) and L = (N + M*)e. Now
NeC L, but Ne:) N + M* implies Ne = (Ne)e:) (N + M*)e = L
so Nt' = L, and since L contains any essentialextension of N + M*
in M' by 4.7, Ne = L is the maximum essentialextensionof N + M*
in M'.
To prove (e), x E (N : m)e if and only if there exists an essential
ideal J, J E 9(..8), with Jx eN: m if and only if xm E Ne if and only
if x E Ne: m. For (I), the inclusion (flr=l Ni)eC nr=l N{ is
clear (this does not even depend on the intersectionbeing finite). Let
x E nr=l N{. Then there exist essential ideals J1> "', IT of 9(..8)
with Iix C Ni. Now I = nr=l Ii is essential and in 9(..8), and Ix C
n~=l Ni implies x E (nr=l NiY.
SupposeM* = 0 and 1m = 0 for some ideal I of R, m E M. Let
r E Ie. Then I: r is essential and in 9(..8), and (I: r)rm C 1m = 0
implies rm = O. This proves (g).
Suppose M*

=0

and let I be a left ideal of R. The inclusion

1 C Ie implies M(I):)
elements

'1>

.. "

M(Ic). Let x E M(I). This means there exist
rn

E R

with

(n'=l (I: rj»x = O.

Then
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(n1=1 (I: rj))cx = O.
But
(n1=1 (I; rj))c = n1=1 (I: rj)c =
n1~1 (Ie : rj), so X E M(Ie) and M(Ie) = M(I).
Let C be ~-closed in a module M, and S any subset of M. Since
(MIC)* = 0, (C: S)(8+ C) = 0 for s E S implies (C: S)e(s+ C) = 0,
and (i) follows.
4.12.

PROPOSITION.

Let M be

If N is .:E-closed in

quasi-.:E-injective.

M and MIN E.:E then N is an absolute direct summand of M. In
particular, N is quasi-.:E-injective.
PROOF.Let A be a maximal submodule of M such that AnN = O.
There is a homomorphism f: A61 N ~ M: (a + n) ~ n for a E A,
n E N. Since M/(A $ N) E cS and M is quasi-cS-injective f can be
extended to a map M ~ M. Now for m E M, (A $ N : m) E 'Je by
4.7 so (N: f(m)) E 'Je. Then (M/N)* = 0 implies f(m) E N.
Thus f: M ~ N with f(n) = n for all n E N, implying M =

N $ Ker f Moreover ACKer f with A maximally disjoint from N
implies A = Ker 1, so M = N $ A.
Nand N' are ~closedin M and MIN E ~ then N + N' is ~-closed in M.
4.13. THEOREM. Let M be quasi-~-injective.

If

PROOF.By 4.12, (N + N')c is quasi-S-injective. Also N + N' is Sclosed in M if and only if it is d-closed in (N + N' y, so it may he
assumed that (N + N')c = M. Let A C N' be maximal such that
AnN = O. By 4.12, M = N + B with B::J A. Then B n N' = A
so A is d-closed in M by 4.11(a). Moreover, B is quasi-d-injective,
being a summand of M, so by 4.12, B = A EBC for some C, and M =
(N EBA) EBC implying NEB A is S-closed in M. Let x E N + N'
and suppose Rx n (N EBA) = 0 with x O. Then N: x is in 9(d)
so it must not be essential, and there is a nonzero ideal I of R with
In (N: x) = O. Now x = n + n' with n E Nand n' EN'
and
n I $ A. Thus (In I + A) n N -I 0 and jn' + a = nl -I 0 for some
j E I, a E A, n l E N. Since AnN = 0, in particular j -I O. But
jx = jn + jn' = jn + n[ - a E Rx n (A EB N) = 0,
contradicting

-I

In (N: x) = O. Thus A EBN is essential in N + N'. Then since
(N + N' )/(N EBA) is in ~, (N + N I )/(N EBA) = ((N + N' )/(N EBA))*
C (M/(N EBA))* = 0,so N + N' = NEBA is ~-closedin M.
4.14. COROLLARY.Let M be quasi-J?-injective. If N is ~-closed in
M then N is quasi-~-injective.
PROOF. Let SIN

= 9(MIN). Since 9(M/S) = 0 it is easy to check

that S is quasi-~-injective. Now N is ~-closed in S with SIN E ~ so,
by 4.12, N is quasi-~-injective.
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4.15. COROLLARY.Let M be quasi-d?-injective. If Nand N' are.,$-

closedin M and (N + N ')/N

E.,$

then N + N' is .,$-closedin M.

PROOF.Let S/(N + N') = 9(M/(N + N')).
injective, and the exact sequence
0

-+

(N + N')/N

-+

Then S is quasi-~-

SIN -+ S/(N + N') -+ 0

with (N + N')/N and S/(N + N') in S implies SIN E S. Then by
4.13, N + N' is S-closed in S and hence in M.
4.16. PROPOSITION.
Let N be an ~-cl08ed submodule of an R module
M and let k E HomR(M', M). Then k-I(N) is ~-closed in M'.
PROOF.Let x E (k-'(N))C.

Then 1= (k-'(N) : x) is essential in R

and is in 9(.,s). Hence lk(x) = k(Ix) C k(k-'(N)) C N with N .,sclosed in M implies k(x) E N, so x E k-'(N). Thus k-'(N) = (k-'(N))c

is .,s-closed in M'.
For an R module M, let E(M) = HomR(M, M) and £AM) =
{N I N is an E(M) submodule of M, 0: N E 9(.,s) and N = M[O: N] }
where M[1] = {m E M 11m = OJ. The module M is called .,s-faithful
if it is not annihilated by any nonzero ideal which belongs to .,s.
4.17. THEOREM.Let M be an .,s-faithful, .,s-injective R module with
M* = O. Then £ ~(M) is lattice dual isomorphic to .£~ c(R) n 9(.,s)

under the correspondenceN

-+

0 : N.

PROOF. By 4.11(i), 0: N is .,s-closed in R for any N C M, since
M* = O. Thus for N E £2>(M),0: N is in .£~c(R)n 9(.,s) = 9c(.,s).
Let I E \~)C(.,s).Then M[ 1] is an E(M) submodule of M, and Ie
(0 : M[ 1] ) implies (0 : M [1] ) E 9(.,s). It is easily checked that M[ 1] =
M[O: M[1]], hence M[l] E £2>(M). Let] = 0: M[1] and let Be]
be maximal such that I n B = O. Assume B =I O. TIle mono-

morphism B -+ RJI implies BE.,s so there existsan x E M such that

Bx =I O. The map f: I ffi B -+ M with f(I) = 0 and f(b) = bx
for b E B can be extended to an R-homomorphism f : R -+ M since
R/(I E9 B) E,,$. Now Y = f(1) satisfies by = bx for b E Band Iy =
O. Thus By f 0, but y E M [1] implies]y = 0 which is a contradiction since Be].
Thus B = 0 and I is essential in]. Then I ,,$-closed
and]/] E ~ implies] = ] = 0: M[lJ. The theorem follows.
For an ideal] of R, M(I) denotes the submodule of M which is
weakly annihilated by ] (see 1.11). The module M is strongly ~faithful if M 'I M(I) for all nonzero ideals] of R such that I E ~.
4.18. THEOREM. Let M be a strongly "s1aithful, "s-injective R
module with M* = 0, and let !B,jM) = {N IN = M(I) for some

I E g(~)}. Then93AM)islatticedualisomorphicto1~\c(R)n 9(",s).
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PROOF.Suppose I,J E 9(.:S) are both .:S-closedin Rand M(1) = M(J).
Let Be] such that I n B = 0 and assume B:f O. The monomorphism B ~ RJI implies BE cs so there exists an x EM with
x $ M(B). The map F: IEB B ~ M with f(1) = 0 and f(b) =

bx for b E B can be extended to an R-homomorphismf: R ~ M,
and letting y = f(1), Iy = 0 and by = bx for bE B. Thus Y E M(I)
= M(J) C M(B), so there exist r1> ..., rn E R with (n;l=l(B: r;))y
= O. Let ro = 1, then (nf=o (B : rj))Y = 0 with nf=o (B : rj) C B
implying (nf=o (B: rj))x = O. This contradiction establishes that
B = O. Now let a E I + J, a:f 0 and supposeRa n 1=0. Then
a = i + j with i E I, j E J, and I: j E 9(cS) with I cS-closedand
j $ I implies l:j is not essential in R. Let K:f 0 with K n (I :j)
= O. Then I n Kj = 0 but Kj:f 0 with K.j C ] contradicting what
was proved earlier. Thus I is essentialin I + J, and then (I + ])/1 E .:S
and 1.:S-closedimplies 1 = 1 + J so J C I. It follows that J = 1.
Let I E 9(cS). Clearly M(Ie) C M(I). Conversely if m E M(I) with
(n~=l (I: rj))m

=0

then

(n;=l

(I: rj))cm

= 0,

and

(nin=l

(I:

ri))c

= nr=l (1: rj)c = nr=l (Ie: ri) so m E M(IC). The theorem follows.
Let Re= {r E R 1(0 : r) is essentialin R}. If Re= 0 then the set
9 of ideals of R which are essentialin R is a strongly complete filter
of ideals. LettingcS = cS(9), R.l) is an injective R module, in fact an
injective envelopeof R. (See[3, pp. 416-421].)
4.19. THEOREM.Suppose Re= 0, and let 9 be the filter of all
essentialideals of R. Thefollowing are equivalent.
(a) R.!)(9) is a semisimple ring.

(b) There does not exist an infinite family of left ideals of R whose
sum is direct.
(c) 9 hasa cofinal set offinitely generatedideals.
(d) R"I = It for all I E 9.
PROOF.The equivalence of (a) and (b) is in [3, Lemme 6, p. 418].
The equivalence of (b) and (c) is easily verified.
Let a E R2>' The homomorphism a : R~ ~ R~,: x ~ xa induces an
exact sequence

0
Now (RjK)*

-+

K

-+

a

R~ -+R~a

-+ O.

= (R~a)* = 0 so K is c:S-closedin

R~. This means K is

a maximal essential extension of itself in R2>'so since R2>is injective,
K is a direct summand of Ry It follows that R~a is an injective R
module. Now let I be a finitely generated and essential ideal of R,
with generators a[) . . ., an, Then R~1= R.l)al+ .. , + R1>anis essen-
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R~al EB . . . EB R~anis injective, and the exact

sequence

0

L

~

~

R2ia I

E9 . . . E9R2ian

~

R2>I ~

0

splits since L is .:S-closed, implying R~I is injective. It follows that
R.J = R~ and the equivalence of (c) and (d) follows.
Additional properties equivalent to (a), (b), (c) and (d) are stated
in Theorems 3.2 and 3.5.
Two types of regular elements will be considered. Let B~(R) =
{a E R I Ra E 9(.:S)} and D~(R) = {a E RIO: a E .:S}. The standard
notions are realized when Re = 0 and '3-is the set of all essential ideals
of R.
4.20. PROPOSITION.
B",(R) and D.:>(R)are multiplicative sets. Moreover, a E D.:>(R)if and only if 9R: a = 9R.
PROOF. Let a, b E B~(R). The epimorphism RlRb ~ Ra/Rba:
R + Rb ~ ra + Rba implies Ra/Rba E d). Then the exact sequence

0

~

&IRba

~

R/Rba ~

R/&

~ 0

implies R/Rba E ,2;,so ba E B.;;(R).
Let a, b E D~\(R). The map (0: ab) -+ (0 : b) with x -+ xa yields
an exact sequence 0 -+ (0 : a) -+ (0 : ab) -+ (0 : b) -+ 0, implying
(0: ab) E ,2;,so ab E D~(R).
Since 9R is a two-sided ideal, 9R C 9R: a for any a E R. Suppose 0: a E,2; and let x E 9R: a. Then 0: xa E 9(,2;) and
(0: xa)/(O : x) = (0 : a) E.:E implies 0: x E 9(,2;). Thus x E 9R.

The conversefollows from the inclusion 0 : a C 9 R : a.
Let UjR) = {r E R I<f>(r)is a unit in R~}.
4.21. THEOREM.

U-:,(R)

= B-:,(R)n D-:,(R).

PROOF. Let a E B~(R) n D;,(R) and define f: Ra -+ RI(O: a)
by f(ra) = r + (0: a). Then [I] E R2i and for r E R, af(ra)

= a(r + (0: a)) = ra + (0: a), faCT)= f(ra) = r + (0: a). Thus
[I] cJ>(a)
= [af] = 1 = [fa] = cJ>(a)
[f] implying a E U:,(R).
Suppose bE

U;,(R), and cJ>(b)x= 1. Then cJ>(0: b) = cJ>(0:b)cJ>(b)x=

cJ>«0:b)b)x = 0 implying (0: b) C 9R so (0: b) E,2;. Now x = [g]
with g: I -+ RI 9R for some 1 E 9(,2;), and for i E I with g(i) =
rj + 9R, bg(i) = rib + 9R = i + 9R. Thus Ie Rb + 9R implying
Rb + 9R E 9(,2;) and hence Rb E 9(,2;). This completes the proof.

4.22. COROLLARY.
If In BjR) n DJj(R)r 1;for each IE 9(S)
= {cP(b)-lcP(a)Ia E R,bE B.)(R)n DjR)}.

then R.)
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Let
[j] E R2\' f: I
RJ9R with I E g(,s).
Let
n B",(R)n D2\(R), and f(b) = a + gR. Now <I>(b)-l= [g]

PROOF.

bEl

where g : Rb
[ag]. Then

RJ9R : rb
r + 9R, and q,(b)-l<l>(a)= [g] la] =
for r E R, ag(rb) = fa + 9R = rf(b) = f(rb) so
[f] = lag] = <I>(b)-l<l>(a).The other inclusion follows from

4.21.
This condition is equivalent to the conditions in [3, p. 415], that
B~,(R) n D2\(R) be a multiplicative set such that the ring of quotients
with respect to that set exists. In particular, if the hypothesis of 4.22
is satisfied, R~ is flat and the localization functor is exact and is isomorphic to the functor M
R~ ~R M.
In order to compare B~(R) and DAR) some assumptions must be
made.

4.23. PROPOSITION.
If the ascendingchain condition holds for the
set of ideals {( 9R : a) I a E B~,(R)}then B..JR)C D~,(R).
PROOF,Let a E BJ)(R), and let In = 9R: an, Then II C 12C ' , ,

whence there existsan n suchthat In = 1n+1 = "',
Now an E B~(R)
and 9R: an = 9R: a2n, If X E (9R: an) n Ran then x = ran with
ra2n E 9R, whence r E 9R: a2n= 9R: an and x = ran is in 9R.
Thus (9R: an) n Ran E.$, But Ran E 9(.$) so R/Ran E 2>, and the
exact sequence
0 ~ ( 9R: an) n Ran ~

9R: an ~ R/Ran

implies 9R: an E.::$. Since 0: a C 9R: an, 0 : a E.:E and a E D2J(R).
. Reasonable conditions for the inclusion in 4.23 to be an equality
seem to be elusive.

In the special case Re = 0 and 9 is the filter of

all essential ideals, the a.c.c. on L;~c(R) will suffice. (See [9, Theorem

3.4] .)
5. Concordant and harmonic functors. Let df be an abelian category and I the identity functor elf -+ elf. A subfunctor of the identity
functor I is a (covariant, additive) functor 5 : elf -+ elf together with

a natural transfonnation a: 5 -+ I such that aA: 5(A) -+ I(A) = A
is a monomorphism for all A E elf. Dually, a quotient functor of I
is a functor Q: df -+ df together with a natural transfonnation
f3 : I -+ Q such .that f3A: I(A) -+ Q(A) is an epimorphism for all
A E df. With a subfunctor (5, a) of I there is associated a quotient
functor (5*, a*) of I via S*(A) = Cok aA, aA* = cok aA, and with a
quotient functor (Q, (J) there is associated a subfunctor (Q*, (J*) of I via
Q*(A) = Ker f3A and f3A* = kef f3A' It is readily seen that 5** = S

and Q** = Q.
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if S is a left
is

5.1.

COll-

complete

5.2. PROPOSITION. Let S be a
lowing are equivalent.
(a) S is concordant.

subfunctor of the identity.

The fo1-

(b) S* preservesmonomorphisms.
(c) If A is a subobjectof B then A n S(B) = S(A).
PROOF. Let

0 ~ A ~ B ~ C ~ 0 be exact. Then the kernel of

S(B) ~ S(C) is An S(B), which is S(A) if and only if A/S(A) ~
B/S(B) is a monomorphism. The proposition follows.
The tenninology concordant is inspired by 5.2(c). Dually, one can
show
5.3. PROPOSITION.
Let Q be a quotient functor of the identity. The
following are equivalent.
(a) Q is harmonic.
(b) Q* preserves epimorphisms.

(c) If A is a subobjectof B, then Q*(B/A) = (Q*(B) + A)/A.

5.4. DEFINITION. Let S be a subfunctor of the identity, and 0 ~ A
~
B ~ C ~ 0 be exact. This sequence is S-pure, or A is S-pure in B,
if 0 ~ S(A) ~ S(B) ~ S(C) ~ 0 is exact. Similarly, if Q is a quotient
functor of the identity, then this sequence is Q-pure, or A is Q-pure in
B, if 0 ~ Q(A) ~ Q(B) ~ Q(C) ~ 0 is exact.

5.5. COROLLARY. Let

5 be concordant, Q harmonic, and let
0 ~ A ~ B ~ BIA ~ 0 be exact. Then A is S-pure in B if and only
if A is 5*-pure in B if and only if 5(B/A) = (5(B) + A)/A, and A is
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Q-pure in B if and only if A is Q*-pure in B if and only if A nQ*(B) =

Q*(A).
PROOF. If T = S or Q*, the sequence
0 -+ An

T(B) -+ T(B) -+ (T(B)

+

A)/A -+ 0

is always exact, using the natural isomorphism T(B)/(A n T(B»

=

(T(B) + A)/A.
The corollary follows, using 5.2 and 5.3.
It is useful to note that if T is any subfunctor of the identity, and
A C B, then T(A) CAn T(B) and (T(B) + A)/A C T(B/A).
5.6. THEOREM.Let S be concordant and Q harmonic. If A, B,
CEdi with A C B C C, and T = S,S*, Q, or Q*, then
(a) If a short exact sequenceis T-pure, then any equivalent short
exactsequenceis T-pure.
(b) If A is a direct wmmand of B, then A is T-pure in B.
(c) If A is T-pure in C, then A is T-pure in B.
(d) If A is T-pure in C and BIA is T-pure in CIA, then B is T-pure
inC.
(e) If B is T-pure in C, then BIA is T-pure in CIA
(f) If A is T-purein Band B is T-pure in C, then A i$ T-pure in C.
PROOF. Since T is additive, (a) and (b) are immediate. Suppose
T = S; that is, that T is concordant.

(c) SupposeA is T-pure in C. Then
T(BIA) = (BIA) n T(CIA) = (BIA) n «T(C)
= (B

+

A)/A)

n (T(C) + A))/A = «B n T(C)) + A)/A

= (T(B)

+ A)/A.

(d)
Then
(d) Suppose A is T-pure in C and BIA is T-pure in CIA. The
T(CIB) == T«CIA)/(B/A)) = (T(C/A) + (BIA))/(BIA)
= «(T(C)
= «T(C)

+ A)/A) + (BIA))/(BIA)
+ B)/A)/(BIA) ::: (T(C) +

One may easily check that these natural

= (T(C) + B)/B.
(e) Suppose B is T-pure in C. Then

T«C/A)/(BIA)) ::: T(CIB) = (T(C)
::: «T(C)

+

+

B)/B.

isomorphisms

impl
imply T(C/B)

B)/B

B)/A)/(BIA)

= «(T(C) + A)/A) + (BIA))/(BIA)
C (T(CIA)

+

(B/A))/(BIA) C T«C/A)/(BJ.
T((C/A)/(B/A».
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= (T(CIA)+ (BIA»/(BIA).

(f) SupposeA is T-pure in Band B is T-pure in C. Write
By (e), BIA n T(GIA)= T(B/A) = (T(B) + A)/A,
so that B n D = T(B) + A. The natural projection CIA -+ GIB
inducesthe diagram
T(GIA) = D/A.

T(CIA)

T(GIB) = (T(C) + B)/B

-+

II

DIA

II
-+

(D + B)/B

so that D+ i3 = T(C) + B. Now, since T(C) CD we have D =
D n (T(C) + B) = (D n B) + T(C) = T(C) + A, that is, T(CIA) =
DIA = (T(C) + A)/A.
If T is harmonic, (c)-( f) follow in a dual fashion.
The properties expressedin 5.6 are simply a restatement of the
axiomsfor a proper class [11, p. 368]. Consequently,for eachpair A,
B of objects of df and. for each positive integer n is associatedan
abelian group Extrn(A, B). The elementsof ExtT'(A, B) are the usual
equivalence classesof T-pure sequencesof the form 0 -+ B -+ X -+
A -+ O. Assuming that V is concordant or V* is hannonic, it is not
difficult to show that
Extvl(A, B) = Ker (Ext'(A, B) -+ Ext'(V(A), V*(B»).
From [11, Theorem 5.1, p. 372] follows

5.7. COROLLARY.
Let S be concordant and Q harmonic. If T = S,
S*, Q, or Q* and 0 -+ A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 is a T-pure exact sequence,
then for any X E df, there exist exact sequences

0

Hom",,(X,A) -+ Hom",,(X, B) -+ Homd/(X, C)

-+

-+ ExtT'(X, A) -+ ExtT'(X, B) -+ ExtTI(X, C) -+ ExtT2(X, A)

-+

.. .. ..

-+

. . ".

and'
0

-+

Horn"" (C, X) -+ Horn"" (B, X) -+ Horn"" (A, X)

-+ ExtTl(C, X) -+ ExtT'(B, X) -+ ExtTI(A, X) -+ EXtT2(C, X)

For T concordant or T harmonic, those exact sequences0 -+ A -+
B -+ C -+ 0 for which 0 -+ T(A) -+ T(B) -+ T(C) -+ 0 is splitting
exact form a proper class, that is, satisfy (a)-(f) of 5.6. However, the
resulting relative homological
algebras are special cases of those

studiedin [15]. Indeed,if T is a subfunctorof the identity suchthat
T2

=T

and (!T

= {A E

df

I T(A) = A},

then 0

-+

T(A)

-+ T(B) -+
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T( C)

-+

0 is split exact for 0 ~ A ~ B -+ C -+ 0 exact if and only

if this latter sequenceis CT-purein the senseof [15]. Dual statements
hold for quotient functorsof the identity.
Attention is turned now to characterizing concordant and hannonic
functors. Let S be concordant. As before,for A E elf, S(A) is identified
with the subobject etA: S(A) -+ A of A. Let Cs denote the class of
objects A E elf suchthat S(A) = A.
5.8. LEMMA. Let 5 and 5' be concordant. Then
(a) 52

= 5.

(b) es is closed under subobjects, quotient objects and (finite)
direct sums.
(c) If es = es' then 5 = S'.
PROOF. For A E ell, S(A) C A and, by 5.2; S(A) = S(A) nA =
C"S(A» = S2(A). Hence S2= S. If Be A E C!Sthen S(B) = B n S(A)
'"- B n A = B, whence B E C!s. Also S(AlB)::> (S(A) + B)/B =
(A + B)/B = AlB, whence AlB E Cs. Since S is additive,
S(Al E9 A2) = Al (;9 A2 for Ai> ~ E Cs, and (b) follows.
Suppose Cs = Cs', For A E.:S, S(S(A» = S(A) E Cs, so that
S(A) = S '(S(A» C S'(A). By symmetry, S(A) = S'(A) and (c) follows.
Suppose ell has arbitrary infinite direct sums. As in §l with categories of modules, a nonempty subclass C! of ell is called a strongly
complete additive class if it is closed under subobjects, quotient objects,
and arbitrary direct sums. For such a class C, and A E df, A has a
maximum subobject which is in C. Define Sc (A) to be this subobject.

5.9. LEMMA. If (! is a strongly complete additive class in the
category df with infinite direct sums,then Sc is concordant.
PROOF.This follows readily from 5.2.
Now 5.8 and 5.9 yield
5.10. THEOREM. Let elf be an abelian category with arbitrary infinite direct sums. Then S -+ Cs is a natural one-one correspondence
between the concordant functors on elf and the strongly complete
additive classes of elf. The inverse of this correspondence is C -+ S{' .
From 1.10. follows
5.11. COROLLARY. Let R be a ring. Then the concordant functors
on::!? are in natural one-one correspondence with the filters of left

-

ideals of R.

In a dual fashion,harmonic functorscan be characterized.
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5.12. LEMMA, Let Q and Q' be harmonic, and C!Qbe the class of
objectsA E df such that Q(A) = A Then
(a) Q2 = Q.
(b) C!Qis closed under subobjects,quotient objectsand finite direct
products.
(c) If C!Q= C!Q'then Q = Q',

PROOF.For A E d1,

Q2(A)= Q(A/Q*(A))= (A/Q*(A))/Q*(AlQ*(A))
= (A/Q*(A))/((Q*(A)+ Q*(A))/Q*(A))= AlQ*(A) = Q(A),
using 5.3(c). Thus (a) holds.
If A C B = Q(B), Q*(A) -+ Q*(B) = 0 is a monomorphism, Q*
being a subfunctor of the identity, so that Q*(A) = 0 and Q(A) = A.
Also 0 = Q*(B) -+ Q*(BIA) -+ 0 is exact by 5.3(b), so Q*(BIA) = 0
and Q(BIA)= RIA If Q(~) = ~, then Q(AI $ ~) = Q(A1) $ Q(~)
= Al $ ~, and (b) fol1ows.
Suppose CQ = CQ', and A E elf. Then Q*(AlQ*(A» = 0, so
Q'*(AlQ*(A» = (Q'*(A) + Q*(A»/Q*(A) = 0
whence
Q'*(A).
C Q*( A). By symmetry, Q' *( A) = Q*(A), and it follows that Q = Q'.
Let elf have infinite products. Call a nonempty subclassC of elf a
strongly complete multiplicative classif C is closedunder subobjects,
quotient objects, and arbitrary products.. For A E elf, any set {A..}
of subobjectsof A has an intersection iriA, namely the kernel of the
natural map A -+ II.. (AlA,.). Define
Qc (A)

= n {BIBC

A and AIR E

e}.

The following lemma is straightforward.
5.13. LEMMA. If C is a strongly completemultiplicative classin an

abeliancategoryelf havinginfinite products,thenQ(! is harmonic.
The dual to 5.10is
5.14. THEOREM.Let dt be an abelian categorywith arbitrary prod-

ucts. ThenQ -+

CQ is

a naturalone-onecorrespondence
betweenthe

harmonic functors on dt and the strongly complete multiplicative
classesof dt. The inverse of this correspondenceis C -+ Q c .
Strongly complete multiplicative classesin. the category d? of R
modules are readily determined. Let C be sucha subclassof d? Then

9( C) is a filter of R andill E 9(e) R/I E C. The classC is a strongly

complete additive class so by 1.10, C = .£( 9( C)). Hence there is an
Ie E 9(C) such that Ie!{I + IhE 9(e!)= 0, and I (! is a smallest
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elementof 9( C!). SinceI: r E 9( C!)for all r E R, I c is a two-sided
ideal of R The ideal I detennines 9( (2), for 9( C!)= {I /1 is a left
('

ideal of R and I::J Ie}. If I is any two-sided ideal of R, then the
class C!,of all A E elf suchthat IA = 0 is a strongly complete multiplicative class of elf. Given a two-sided ideal I, I {'I = I, and given a
strongly complete multiplicative
marks one has

class C!,(! 't! = C!. From these re-

5.15. PROPOSITION.
Let R be a ring. Then I -+ C1is a natural oneone correspondence between the set of two-sided ideals of R and the
strongly complete multiplicative classes of J? The inverse of this
correspondence is C -+ I (! .
5.16. THEOREM.Let R be a ring. Then Q -+ I cQ is a natural oneone correspondencebetween the harmonic functors on d? and the
two-sided ideals of R. Furthermore, I cQ = Q*(R), and for A E d?,

Q(A) = A/Q*(R)A
PROOF. The first assertion follows from 5.14 and 5.15. Since
Q, Q(R}= R/Q*(R)
E CQ and 1cQ(R/Q*(R» = O. Thus lcQ C

Q2 =

Q*(R). But RJlcQ E CQso that Q*(R/lcQ} = (Q*(R) + I CQ }/1cQ

= O. Thus Q*(R) = ]cQ. For A E~, Q*(AlQ*(A}} = O. Thus
A/Q*(A) E CQ and Q*(R)(A/Q*(A» = O. Thus Q*(R}A C Q*(A).
Further, AI(Q*(R}A) E CQbeing annihilated by Q*(R}, so
Q*(A/Q*(R)A) = (Q*(A) + Q*(R)A)/Q*(R)A= O.
Hence Q*(A) C Q*(R)A. Thus Q*(A) = Q*(R)A
A/Q*(A) = AlQ*(R)A. This concludesthe proof.

and Q(A) =
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